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Welcome
• 2021 initial brainstorming meetings between 

industry and MSU for a new annual conference.
• 2022 opening DTG conference.
• Collaborative effort involving Michigan State 

University, Michigan State University Extension, 
Intentional Agriculture, and industry innovators 
and educators. 

• Annual programs designed to cover pivotal 
stages in the life of wine, starting from the initial 
vineyard planning all the way to the moment a 
bottle is uncorked.

• Thank you to sponsors, organizers, speakers and 
participants for making the event possible.





About the Conference
• Day 1: Academic and Industry Presentations
• Keynote addresses from prominent industry leaders and researchers

• Insights into latest research findings, innovations, and trends in viticulture.
• Wine Critical Testing

• Blind tasting and evaluation of various wines by expert panels.
• In-depth discussions on flavor profiles, quality assessment, and regional identity.

• Meet and Listen with CANR Leadership
• Open forum for attendees to engage with College of Agriculture and Natural 

Resources (CANR) leadership.
• Dialogues on industry challenges, opportunities, and collaboration possibilities.

• Walk-Around Wine Testing with MSU Alumni
• Informal wine tasting sessions focused on budding Michigan wine categories.
• Networking and mingling opportunities among attendees and industry 

representatives.
• Day 2: Vineyard Showcase of Industry Innovators
• Guided tour of vineyards managed under the Dirt to Glass cycle approach.

• Insights into innovative vineyard management practices, sustainability efforts, and 
technology integration.

• Exploration of additional vineyards highlighting diverse management approaches.



Dirt to Glass™ 
Speakers

• 24 speakers for Day 1 and Day 2 
• Industry professionals: 14 (58%)

• SW of MI: 3 (13%)
• NW of MI: 6 (25%)

• Academia: 5 (20%)
• MSU-CANR Leadership: 5 (21%)
• Out of State: 4 (17%)
• International 1 (4%)



What are the college's 
key priorities and 

initiatives aimed at 
advancing research, 

education, and 
outreach of the grape 
and wine industry in 

Michigan?



Dirt to Glass™
• Dirt to Glass™ is designed as an annual statewide 

conference, to bridge the grape and wine industry 
with the latest research advancements via 
extension services and private industry innovation. 

• Thanks to Executive Committee and Planning 
Committee, for financial support via 
sponsorships/grants.

• Your help remains crucial; consider volunteering.
• Your feedback matters; QR code survey at the 

back.
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